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ABSTRACT: Amidst a pandemic that has acutely highlighted longstanding failings of the US health care system and the graduate medical education (GME) enterprise that serves it, educators prepare to embark on another revision of the program requirements for family medicine GME. We propose in this article a conceptual framework to guide this endeavor, built on a foundation of the core functions that Barbara Starfield suggested might explain primary care’s salutary effects. We first revisit these “4C’s”—first Contact, Continuity, Comprehensive, and Coordination—and how they might inform design thinking in primary care GME guideline revision. We also propose the addition of Community engagement, patient-centeredness, and Complexity. Training residents to deliver on these “7C’s” functions critical to the delivery of high-performing primary care, is essential if family medicine residency graduates are to serve the clearly articulated, but unrealized, quadruple aim for US health care: improved patient experience and population health at lower costs while preserving clinician well-being. Finally, we highlight and illustrate examples of four critical enablers of these 7C core functions of primary care that must be accommodated in training guidelines and reform, suggesting a need for resident competencies in Team-based, Tool- and Technology-enabled, Tailored (“4T’s”) care of patients and populations.
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Prior to COVID-19, the US health care system was already associated with a sicker population, living shorter lives, with less accessible and affordable health care, facing mounting health care costs, at a much greater expense than peer countries.1-3 Over the last 4 decades, the gap in life expectancy between the United States and other countries of similar wealth had grown,4,5 achieving a pre-COVID milestone never seen since the 1917-1918 flu pandemic: 3 consecutive years of declines in life expectancy. While other nations have heeded Declaration of Alma Ata guidance that primary care is “essential health care” and should be the “central feature and main focus” of all countries’ health systems, the United States has consistently underinvested in primary care and its workforce, which currently constitutes only 30% of all practicing physicians despite decades of efforts to reverse its steady declines.6-9

Ominously, despite nearly $18 billion in public investment and federal advisory board calls to push primary care above 40% of the total workforce, only 25% of the products of US graduate medical education enter primary care.10,11 Pediatrics and internal medicine produce increasing proportions of subspecialty graduates each year, their primary care outputs further compounded by growing entry into hospitalist careers.7,12,13 As leaders of the largest contributor to the primary care workforce—family medicine—enter a new decade seeking to redefine its program requirements, we must also consider its role in a health system that has failed to achieve its quadruple aim: excellent patient experience and population health at lower costs all while preserving waning clinician well-being. And if family medicine GME reform requires a conceptual compass to navigate these rough waters, Dr Barbara Starfield provided an excellent starting point. She defined the core functions of primary care thought responsible for its positive effects on access, equity, cost and quality using “4C’s”: first Contact, Continuity, Comprehensive, and Coordination. We propose these as a conceptual foundation for the next era of training in family medicine, but suggest the need for three additional “C’s”: Community engagement, patient-centeredness, and Complexity, and competency in “4T’s”. Teams, Tools, Technology and Tailoring, for the future family medicine residents to emerge ready to serve the quadruple aim.
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Explaining Primary Care's Salutary Effects: Starfield's 4C's

Over a 25-year research career, Dr Starfield generated substantial evidence of primary care's positive effects at the national, health system, state, and county level. She suggested that these benefits derived from four foundational functions served by primary care in health systems: the provision of first contact, continuous, comprehensive, and coordinated care. Since their inception, the 4C's have explained the benefits of primary care, but have yet to be used together in total to guide graduate medical education in family medicine. A brief reexamination of each and its implications for family medicine GME redesign follows.

First Contact

In Lord Dawson’s 1920 UK report, primary care was initially declared the ideal point of first contact with health services, and a facilitator of entry into the rest of the health system. Unlike most highly developed nations, in the United States, residents train in a system that offers neither universal nor equitable access to insurance or first contact primary care. In fact, recent US nationally-representative surveys reveal that fewer than one in five Americans report having a personal or individual “usual source of care,” that this has been declining for decades, and that this trend disproportionately impacts the most vulnerable of US populations. Given growth in new first-contact options competing with primary care residency graduates such as online health avatars, urgent and retail clinics, and direct marketing by hospitals, primary care GME reformers should first be concerned with the demonstration that there is continued value in primary care as first contact. Fortunately, its effect in achieving desirable health system outcomes has been shown in a number of studies. In one US investigation, it was associated with an over 50% reduction in ambulatory episode-of-care expenditures. Evidence also suggests that patients who use a primary care physician as an initial point of contact use specialists and emergency rooms less frequently than those who do not have this relationship. Starfield herself demonstrated that first contact with a primary care physician is associated with more appropriate, more effective, and less costly care. New GME guidelines training must help residents and graduates build skills in, and habits of retaining first contact with patients. This can be done by measuring access and time to third available virtual and in-person appointments, maintaining comprehensiveness, using telehealth, asynchronous communication, open-access scheduling, artificial intelligence and online apps to help patients find them rather than first turning to “Dr Google,” specialty care, urgent and emergency care services. While the predominance of fee-for-service payment in the United States has made this function easy to ignore or to declare “beyond my control,” value-based payment and measurement will make allowing patients to unnecessarily use urgent, emergent, or no health care services more obvious, more costly, and less excusable. As such, training residents to be measured and accountable for first-contact care must be a priority in new family medicine GME guideline creation.

Continuity

According to Starfield, continuity of care implied individual use of their primary or usual source of care over time for most health care needs. The Institute of Medicine labeled continuity a defining characteristic of primary care, and Francis Peabody’s famous “Care of the Patient” declares there to be an implicit contract between physician and patient in which the physician assumes ongoing responsibility for the patient, and frames the personal nature of medical care, in contrast to the dehumanizing nature of disjointed care. That continuity benefits health is borne of the idea that knowledge, trust, and respect develop between the patient and provider over time, allowing for better interaction and communication. Of all the 4C’s, these effects have perhaps the strongest evidence base, as continuity of primary care has been repeatedly associated with a host of benefits, including greater satisfaction with care, lowering undesirable utilization and costs of care, and numerous disease outcomes. While continuity has been recently conceptualized as a physician-level measure, and one associated with lower costs and care utilization that is potentially applicable to faculty modeling and resident evaluation, it is also important for residents to learn how to deliver and enhance continuity in the context of team-based primary care. Training programs must impart to residents how best to engage medical assistants, nurse colleagues, behaviorists and other teammates in team approaches to continuous care, and how delivery design, technology, and handoffs can be executed in training and practice without sacrificing continuity and its benefits to patients. Trainees should exit residency with an understanding not only of the positive effects of continuity on outcomes, but also of the negative impacts of disruptions in continuity of care. Educators living in an age of increasing fragmentation, shift work, open-access scheduling, and care seeking through technology must understand how each of these pose threats to patient-to-clinician continuity and decide how to use educational policy levers to retain continuity in training.

Comprehensiveness

Among the 4C’s, comprehensiveness remains perhaps the most conceptually diffuse, though Starfield explained:

Comprehensiveness means that all problems in the population should be cared for in primary care (with short-term referral as needed),
except those that are too unusual (generally a frequency of less than one or two per thousand in the population served) for the primary care practitioner or team to treat competently.14

Since Starfield, many in the primary care community have debated whether comprehensiveness refers to the breadth of the conditions a physician cares for, the depth of their ability to take care of each condition, care in various settings, or provision of a multitude of services.32 Despite debates over its measurement, we know that comprehensiveness is inherent to the delivery of whole-person care, and a feature that distinguishes primary care physicians from other specialists as well as non-physician providers in both behaviors and overall costs. In addition to finding that countries with higher primary care scores also had higher quality and access to care at lower costs, Starfield declared the degree of comprehensiveness to be “the feature of primary care most salient in distinguishing [these] primary care-oriented countries from others.”33,34 As the subject-matter expert on patients themselves, it is perhaps concerning to witness decreases in many dimensions of comprehensiveness among family physicians, including declines in provision of inpatient, obstetric, pediatric and procedural care.35-38

Educators revising residency guidelines should be aware that comprehensiveness, like continuity, has been recently demonstrated as measurable at the physician level and associated with lower medical costs and hospitalizations.39 Also important is its association with lower levels of burnout,40 and the finding that intended scope of practice among family medicine graduates is broader than actual practice. These suggest the need not only for reform in training but also payment, as market forces shape environments unfavorable to graduates intending broadly-scoped practice. Reformers must consider the risks versus reward of revising training for an age when less fee-for-service and greater value-based capitated payments reward residency graduates with competency in delivering team-based, broadly-scoped practice.

Coordination
Coordination of care consists of leading, organizing, and integrating patient care across different locations, specialties, and phases of care, a virtue that Starfield found lacking even in high-performing health systems.14 As a result, there is less evidence linking primary care coordination with outcomes, but real opportunity for family medicine GME reform to empower residents to better demonstrate this functional use of new technology, tools, and team-based care. Evidence makes clear the critical importance of primary care’s coordinating role from a patient perspective, again suggesting opportunity to enhance guidelines for residency training.41 Federal reports have declared primary care’s coordination role to be integral to improving effectiveness, safety, and efficiency of care, noting that most health care systems are disjointed, with variable processes, unclear patient expectations with most referrals, and unfamiliarity hampering patients’ capacity to assess and choose among services available to improve their health.42 This concept also applies to coordination of decision-making together with patients and families, including the facilitation of their understanding of treatments or procedures to be performed. Educators should consider guidelines that promote and assess resident competencies not only in directing referrals, but also being present—synchronously or asynchronously, and regardless of their continued presence in inpatient and procedural settings—when key decisions are being made by or about their patients. Guidelines should be built on expectations that resident responsibilities extend far beyond the visit, require digital and communication tool literacy, and employ principles of self-study and continuous quality improvement in testing different approaches to excellent coordination of care.43

4C’s or 7C’s?: Additional Constructs to Explain the Value of High-Performing Primary Care

Over time, some have asked whether Starfield’s framework should be revisited, while others have suggested additional constructs that might also explain how primary care positively influences quadruple aim outcomes. In the following sections, we propose and elaborate on several such constructs.

Community Engagement
While foundational influences on a new discipline called family medicine such as Millis, Willard, and Folsum imagined a community-facing discipline at the epicenter of “Communities of Solution,” modern residents train in a health care paradigm increasingly asked to attend to the social determinants of health, to care not only for individual patients and families, but also panels and communities with a goal of achieving population health.44,45 This demands the more explicit declaration of a “C” only tacitly addressed in Starfield’s model: Community engagement. If family medicine residents are to remain counterculture46 to modern, reductionist and institution-bound GME, it will be because of their embrace of Virchow’s notion that “Medicine is a social science, and politics…medicine on a large scale”; of generalist John Snow’s curiosity beyond the office in tracing community-level sources of disease47; of Sidney and Emily Kark’s revolutionary principles of community-oriented primary care in addressing with communities their own health problems48; of Paul Nutting’s guidance to structure one’s practice to take a community-oriented approach to primary care49; of John Grant’s “regionalization of health care” and embrace of community partners in achieving health. Each of these legendary generalists intuited and revealed the futility of
attempting to address social determinants of health with clinic-based activity and training alone.56-59

While training alone will not fix systematic inattention to social determinants and inequity, new family medicine GME guidelines cannot permit residents to graduate without basic competencies in community-engaged practice. For starters, residents should be able to gauge the size of their patient panel better than practicing family physicians, to estimate the geographic area that they serve and the resources available to those living within it, and to understand simple tools available to guide population health assessment and interventions such as PHATE and HealthLandscape.54,55 They should be at least versed in health policy, health systems, advocacy, and multisectoral partnerships (public health, medical-legal, social services, housing among them) required to advance the needs of their patients and communities. These competencies must be framed widely to allow tailoring to local community needs and resident interests, and fortunately, there are a growing number of examples of community engagement in the primary care training environments for educators to draw upon and an increasing array of data, tools, and curriculum in this digital age.56-59 New requirements for community engagement should include not only competencies, but also involvement and service within the community and in the advancement of policies and community action favorable to health.

**Patient-Centeredness**
Conversations and considerable action over the last 2 decades have returned the patient to the center of US and global health system design and delivery. Most residents today train in patient-centered medical homes (PCMHs), theoretically places of rapid cycle innovation, built around patient-centered care concepts such as “nothing about me without me.”60-62 However, the practice of modern medicine remains fundamentally disease-centered, a construct served by value-based payments for mostly illness-based quality measures. A relational discipline by nature, family medicine training must resist these tendencies and continue to emphasize and build on a growing evidence base that supports excellent patient experience. In this regard, the residency clinic itself and its approach to care truly are the classroom. Guidelines should emphasize and embrace whole-person and team-based care that is centered around patient needs rather than physician convenience, including meeting the patient where they are with information when they need it. The overarching ideal of shared decision-making—understanding a patient for who they are as a person rather than a disease, identifying patient goals, and adjusting plan of care based on a patient’s understanding and capability—is also central to providing patient-centered care and demands attention in curriculum redesign. This requires adaptive competency in an array of apps, portals, and other means of virtual and asynchronous communication. It is essential that family medicine educators model, teach, and hold residents accountable to the shared principles of what it truly means to be patient-centered in a family, occupational, and community context, and how to serve patients’ “physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual well-being, as well as cultural, linguistic and social needs.”63 Residents should understand that this is achieved not merely through PCMH certification, yet be well versed in the lessons emerging from over a decade of innovative PCMH experiments in patient-centered primary care, a literature that continues to expand each year.63 Revisers of the Family Medicine Residency Review Committee guidelines can draw upon a growing array of single-program and collaborative approaches to building competencies in patient-centered care, but must also acknowledge patient-centeredness across all FM curricular requirements.64-66

**Complexity**
In addition to patient-centeredness, complexity has also emerged as the defining construct for primary care and its graduate medical education enterprise. As previously noted, our population is growing older, more obese, more diverse, and increasingly multimorbid, driving up both costs of care and mortality rates while our strategies for care grow increasingly fragmented, subspecialized, and siled by disease and organ system. Family medicine represents an antidote to this tendency. As T.F. Fox famously noted, “the more complex medicine becomes, the stronger the reasons why everyone should have a personal doctor.”67 and it is no surprise that generalist disciplines deliver the most quantifiably complex care of all specialties when measured by quantity of inputs and outputs per encounter and their variability and diversity of work across the spectrum of care.68 New FM residency guidelines must walk a fine line in requiring residents to demonstrate minimum quanta of visits or care for certain disease categories (obstetrics, orthopedics, and so on), while also showing a more qualitative competency in addressing multimorbidity, caring for complex and undifferentiated illness and functioning in complex adaptive systems of care.69 This will require not only familiarity with disease-specific guidelines and tools, but the ability to synthesize and to adapt care to patient and population complexity, and understand and implement interventions that improve outcomes for patients with a growing array of multiple chronic conditions.70

**Sailing the 7C’s Is Not a Solo Voyage: 4T’s to Enable a Successful Journey**
It is critical to note that burden of conveying and achieving competency as a purveyor of such multidimensional primary care cannot be borne...
by the individual educator and resident alone. Success will depend on many enabling factors in the residency built environment, among them training in teams, using tools, technology, and tailoring to local context. A built environment that models high-performing primary care, as defined by its attention to the 7C’s functions, with attention to these enablers and translation into measurable milestones, give opportunity for imprinting positive downstream behaviors and achieving desirable health system outcomes (Figure 1).

Teams
The age of the doctor-diva is long past, replaced with an awareness that physicians must respectfully operate within health care teams. Achievement of each of the 7C’s functions depends on such competency, which begins in the structure of a training-built environment in order to imprint positive team behaviors downstream. This requires curricular inclusion of skills in team-based care, leadership, and knowledge of the optimal deployment of a range of teammates in the delivery of comprehensive, complex, community engaged care. These should include not only certified health care teammates from other specialties, the fields of nursing, pharmacy, oral, behavioral, and allied health, but also lay partners bearing an array of labels: community health worker, patient navigator, family caregiver, and patients themselves. Optimally, training also includes lessons or experience in optimal engagement with data and information scientists, public health officials, and social services. Fortunately, many residents already perceive that they are well trained in team-based care, but much work remains to embody true team-based training and practice.

Tools
It is impossible to imagine achieving continuous, coordinated, complex and community-engaged care absent familiarity with myriad tools now available to generalist physicians. Graduating without a demonstrated understanding of smartphone-based apps, tools for asynchronous care management, registries such as PRIME, population health implements, or measurement tools will condemn residents to burnout and failure in an evolving health system. Available tools for future physicians include not only technology as described in the following section, but separately information review in journals, patient handouts and information, peer education, networks of educators and contacts throughout subspecialties, and other implements that empower further resident and patient understanding of disease. Education on available information will provide residents and family physicians the tools to deliver improved patient- and community-centered care.

Technology
Technology is a tool of sufficient importance to warrant particular attention. Technology interconnects the health care world and the primary care environment in ways we couldn’t imagine in previous updates to training requirements. The COVID-19 pandemic has only heightened our dependence on previously underutilized telehealth, and many providers are now working on their third or fourth electronic medical record systems or portal for asynchronous communication with patients or other providers. While not all residents can undertake informatics fellowship training, curricular guidelines for their future success must include appropriate understanding and employment of advanced technology. As noted before, any hopes to improve care coordination begin with technologically

---

Figure 1: A Conceptual Approach to Family Medicine Residency Redesign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURE</th>
<th>CONCEPT</th>
<th>ENABLERS</th>
<th>MEASURED BY</th>
<th>IMPRINT</th>
<th>OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>7C’s</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Milestones</td>
<td>Behaviors</td>
<td>Quadruple Aim for U.S. Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“and mission”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Optimal Pt. Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling High Performing Primary Care</td>
<td>1st Contact</td>
<td>Teams</td>
<td></td>
<td>Competency-Based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Lower costs of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Using principles of COPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated</td>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Serving areas in greatest need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. - Centered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Lower Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Engaged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Provider Wellness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: COPC, community-oriented patient care.
Tailoring
To deliver on the seven core features that explain the value of primary care, the family medicine resident must be trained to think and act the part of the tailor. Instead of being rigidly bound to an increasing array of evidence-based chronic care and preventive guidelines common to lower levels of clinician training, the primary care physician must adapt broad knowledge and tailor care to the complexity, needs, health care beliefs, and care-seeking behaviors of the whole patient. A contemporary iteration of Fox’s “personal physician,” this extension of patient-centeredness will require skills or competencies to be developed in many areas not traditional to disease- and organ-based education, among them cultural humility and awareness; how conceptualization of race in health care shapes decisions, trust, and outcomes; and the specific health needs related to differences in gender identity, health belief models and trust. Training the “tailor” would also enhance continuity and coordination, as some patients and populations will best be approached with a heavy dose of apps, telehealth, wearable technology, and asynchronous delivery, while others will continue to prefer and be best served by predominantly synchronous and visit-based care. At the community level, program directors must also train them to tailor their comprehensiveness of training to community needs and population demands, trained across a broad array of care and settings but also able to refine, enhance, or add new skills based on local or evolving demands. And once again, this likely requires explicit training and experience in engagement and advocacy, as well as data-driven understanding of panel size, community and service area characteristics unfamiliar to most current FP’s. This concept of adapting to local need is of particular importance to the family medicine GME enterprise, whose small, widely distributed, and largely community-based training sites yield graduates particularly likely to practice within 100 miles of GME training.

Implications for Residency Redesign and Evidence Gaps
Current GME standards, like current payment models and their resulting delivery system, are insufficient to ensure resident competency across the broad architecture we propose. It is also important to recognize that these 7Cs are hardly orthogonal, and occasionally competing; tradeoffs must be accommodated in Residency Review Committee guidelines that might otherwise push residents to increase first-contact care through open access and greater outpatient presence, but at the expense of more continuity visits and greater comprehensiveness through increased nonoutpatient training. That said, these core values can instead be seen as mutually synergistic; increasing first-contact care may provide opportunity for expansion of one’s patient panel and improvement in continuity, and the diversity of undifferentiated signs and symptoms experienced in first-contact care would provide training in comprehensive care. Seeking balance across the competing obligations and principles of generalist training is nothing new for the leaders of family medicine education. Their greater risk lies in a microscopic gaze or a reductionist approach to revising program requirements. To lose sight of core principles and a macroscopic view of the goals of training risks producing not the ideal definition of a contemporary family physician as recently declared by the discipline, but instead its foil (Figure 2). Others would point out that requirements have evolved considerably and positively in ways that already support the 7Cs and onto which further integration is easily imagined. For example, evaluation of first contact might already be found in the ACGME Milestones for Family Medicine “Ongoing Care of Patients With Undifferentiated Signs, Symptoms, or Health Concerns.” Perhaps further integration of first contact as a foundation of family medicine training could be achieved through definitional refinement rather than complete restructuring of evaluation.

Measurement skeptics will undoubtedly question whether current guidelines are consistent with attaining the ideals of Starfield’s Cs. They might point out that a hard minimum patient number doesn’t lead to greater competency as a provider of continuity and community health as other metrics might, for example, the ability to identify one’s patient panel or the number of patients that consider a resident their principal and trusted source of care. Some might advocate for broader Residency Review Committee guidelines for continuity, the specifics of which could be defined by residency programs tailored to the needs of their individual panels or community. For the numerically-inclined, could an alternative to 1,600+ total visits be
a requirement for residents who have at least 200 patients, identifiable by patient and provider alike as a “continuity panel,” with whom the resident has a minimum number of visits. The current structure of continuity clinics as block rotations in many programs meets service demands, but not necessarily educational demands. Restructured longitudinal requirements for continuity clinics could support follow-up with the same resident as a primary care physician and assist with imprinting the importance and efficacy of longitudinal patient continuity on future family physicians. ACGME Milestones already exist that examine continuity relationships with patients, leaving one to hope that its measurement would require expansion, not invention.

Comprehensiveness remains a cornerstone of residency requirements in family medicine, but its dimensions must be reexamined in the face of scope declines, graduate challenges finding positions commensurate with training and intent, and opportunities for collective comprehensiveness delivered across teams and practices. Measurement of first-contact care warrants attention in curriculum redesign; time to third available appointment has been used to measure access previously; how
 Coordination of care is listed among the new ACGME Resident Milestones, but revisions could consider its specifics, e.g., whether to require participation in care coordinator rounds, review of social service work with hospital or clinic patients, or rotations that involve explicit care coordination or social work resembling practice management requirements. It will also be important to explicitly define and outline the differences between community engagement and coordination of care, as well as the advocacy and policy development activities already reflected in the new

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First contact</td>
<td>Is first contact with patients actionably measurable in a residency setting, whether for undifferentiated illness, chronic, or postacute needs? How can practice processes, tools and technology be deployed to improve the likelihood of residents serving as first contact with their continuity patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>How are technology, evolving patient preferences, primary care transformation, and changes to payment/delivery systems shaping trends in continuity of care in the residency setting, and what steps can residencies take to mitigate its declines? What do consolidation and increasing physician employment mean for continuity in training and eventual practice? How can requirements balance the need for ethical workplace practices (e.g., work hours, shifts) for trainees with patient benefits from greater continuity of care? How does practice or team-based continuity differ from individual continuity in its measurable outcomes at the patient level?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensiveness of care</td>
<td>Is comprehensiveness an absolute or relative trait in the FM GME graduate? (i.e., Should this vary by community need?) Given competing demands, what are the minimum requirements for training a comprehensive physician? How do we balance individual comprehensiveness vs. “collective comprehensiveness” via team-based care in future primary care practice and how can we train residents to work as part of a comprehensive team?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of care</td>
<td>What training enhancements regarding coordination would be most feasible and offer highest reward—better coordination with specialists and referral management, taking ownership of coordinating social services, other areas? What other aspects of coordination are important for residents to receive training in? How can we evaluate residents’ ability to coordinate care?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community engagement</td>
<td>How should primary care trainees balance care for individual patient social needs with addressing the needs of the community and populations they serve? How might public health and community-based organizations participate in or at least collaborate in family medicine education and residency training? What type of training curriculum is best for teaching about the social needs of our patients and communities (lecture, precepting, rotation, longitudinal, scholarly work)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-centeredness</td>
<td>What training approaches and curricula are most effective in optimizing patient centered care in primary care residencies, and how can they be monitored and evaluated over time? What will technology, patient preferences, primary care transformation, and payment and delivery reform mean for residents seeking to deliver patient-centered care in the future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>What are best practices in training residents to address multimorbidity and complex care? How can we translate these into guidelines that create competencies in addressing the increasing complexity of primary care?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For all 7C’s</td>
<td>Is measurement of each of the 7C’s in the residency setting feasible, sustainable, and actionable? How do we best ensure the ‘Imprinting’ of desired behaviors and 7C’s competencies on downstream graduate practice? In the post-COVID era, how can health information technology and increased asynchronous and distanced communication between physician and patient better facilitate 7C’s behaviors?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: FM, family medicine; GME, graduate medical education.
ACGME milestones. Patient-centeredness and complexity will face similar questions concerning best practices, feasibility and burden of measurement, and competing demands. In short, educators considering a 7C’s framework have many questions to consider, of which we capture only a sample in Table 1.

Conclusion
Using a simple 4C’s mnemonic, Barbara Starfield provided not only an explanatory framework for the benefits of investing in high-performing primary care, but also a guidepost if family medicine GME reform is to produce graduates relevant to the aims of public, payor, and policy stakeholders. Such relevance will require graduates to attend to the additional core primary care functions of community engagement, patient-centeredness, and complexity, and to competently harness the power of teams, tools, technology and tailoring to achieve a national quadruple aim. We hope that the family medicine residency review committee will find such a conceptual model useful in linking revised residency requirements to imparted graduate behaviors capable of serving desired national outcomes for our expensive and underperforming health care system.
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